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SYNOPSIS 
�
�
STARSEEKER is a 26 x 22" live-action sci-fi series about a crew of kids - MAYA, OREN, DEX, VELANA, and EMERSON - 
who are assigned a science-based mission aboard the oldest ship in Space Academy fleet: Starseeker.  Each high-
stakes adventure challenges them to work as a team and learn to accept each others' differences. 
 
Their mission: to explore the depths of Space, learn about planets and stars, meet new alien species, and discover 
weird and fascinating extraterrestrial creatures.  
 
Created by Ben Mazzotta and produced by Little Engine Moving Pictures, the multi-platform series explores relatable 
themes of humor, friendship, teamwork, imagination and adventure through comedic, heartfelt, character-driven 
stories.  Each episode integrates STEM (science, technology, engineering, math) problems that the characters work  
to solve, along with socio-emotional learning.   
 
STARSEEKER has global brand potential that resonates strongly with a 7-10 year old live-action and animation target 
audience, and promotes gender gender equality for media-savvy kids who want engaging online content, games and 
behind-the-scenes footage accessed through multiple devices. 
 
Spaceships, stars, planets, black holes, robots, aliens, gags, humor and heart  -  STARSEEKER is an adventure-driven, 
educational and entertaining show with global appeal for the whole family. 
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    As you stare at your ship assignment you can’t believe your eyes:  
 
    Starseeker. You’ve been handed command of Starseeker. That hunk of junk?!  
 
    That thing belongs in a museum, not zipping across the galaxy!  Here you are, twelve years old, top of – well, okay maybe not 
    top of the class, but handed command of your own ship… and they gave you a rusted, battered hulk that was twenty years old 
    twenty years ago! You wanted Falkion; the fastest, sleekest, ship in the fleet, but they gave it to that big shot Symansky. You 
    know this because she rubs it in.  Every.  Chance.  She.  Gets. 
 
    When you were accepted into Space Academy it felt like your dream had come true.  One year of study at one of the Orbital 
    Education Stations, to be followed by three months exploring the farthest reaches of the universe. As you studied, as you   
   learned, as you passed the tests and found yourself streamlined into Command programs, you knew your moment to shine  
   was about to come. You’d show everyone – friends, relatives, your mom and dad – that you had what it took to lead. 
  
    But they saddled you with Starseeker. And you’re going to have to make do with it, and with your crew. Oh, yeah, your crew?  
    Let’s just say they’re far from the cream of the crop.  Geeks, misfits, showoffs; is that what Principal Hadfield thinks of you?   
    So you go to the Principal. You make your concerns known.  And what she tells you changes everything. 
 
    She tells you anybody can fly state-of-the-art. Anybody can manage the best and the brightest. But a rickety starship crewed by  
    a bunch of misfits? Managing that takes skill – a skill she sees in you even if you don’t see it in yourself. That’s when you  
    realize that commanding Starseeker on her three-month journey through the cosmos will take skills you don’t know you have  
    in you.  But the Principal does. The Academy does. And in time maybe you will too. 
  
    Man, it’s going to be a long three months, isn’t it? 
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